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Cody Willard
Anchor at Fox News and CNBC,
Cody is a avid space enthusiast
that runs his own hedge fund.

 
Read my personal letter here

Who We Are?

 

A founding group of space & tech enthusiasts  who are passionate about bitcoin
and cleaning up space debris

Richard Chute
Chief Development Officer of
The Planetary Society. Richard
has always had an interest in

science and astronomy, since an
early age.

Margarita Levitt
A financial services professional who
has experience as both an operator

and investor.  Recently, she’s worked
as a Venture Fellow alongside

businesses from idea to launch. 
 

- Meet our Advisory Team - 
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What is SKTLs?

 

A unique new Blockchain offering that uses 
profit motives to drive social good

Established blockchain based ERC20 currency 
Releasing May 6, 2022 (200M through airdrop)
Hosted in units of SKTLs tokens by enthusiasts
optimistic about The Space Revolution 
Available for trade in smaller exchanges
immediately upon release
Accessible for those that have signed up prior to May
6 for the free airdrop through the MetaMask wallet
(no affiliation)

Visit SKTLs.com for more information

First 10,000 space & blockchain enthusiasts who sign up on sktls.com will receive a free airdrop
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     Where &
When is SKTLs
Launching?

As long as you have signed up
on SKTLs.com by May 6 with your
Meta Wallet information - you
will receive a FREE airdrop with
SKTLs tokens.  After May 6, SKTLs
will be available for trade &
purchase in smaller exchanges. 

Where?

SPACE DAY - May 6, 2022
When?
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How Are We Unique?

 

Have you ever heard of a blockchain cryptocurrency that cleans up space? 

De facto cryptocurrency for use in outer space and Mars
Dedicated to cleaning up space debris
Releases additional tokens every time the space
economy advances.
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Media Coverage
 

Looking for more information on SKTLs? 
Check us out on these latest media outlets
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Fox Business News Token Metrics Culture Capsules

Republic Brave New Coin

The Token Metrics: Engine Room

Listen to each segment by clicking the images.
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Common
Faqs

Space debris is perhaps the single biggest impediment to
making humankind interplanetary. Learn more here.

Why Space Debris Cleaning?

Yes it does! By supporting the value of the SKTLS by holding
and/or using the SKTLS tokens, you increase the amount of
money that is donated to cleaning up space.

Does owning SKTLs mean that I’m helping clean up
space?

Many people are figuring out that because of blockchain
technology and DAO governance they can now invest and
build wealth while adding financial power and momentum as a
means of support for their long term visions for sustainability.
On inception, the SKTLs will reserve 50% of all tokens to an
escrow fund which will reward entities for space debris
cleanup and related research. For complete details visit our
white paper and governance.

How does the SKTLs token fund space debris clean up?

For a full list of FAQS visit SKTLs.com

The founders are a group of space enthusiasts who came together
to build SKTLs, they can be found here. There were no founder
tokens allocated to the founding members. Rather, founders have
come together as volunteers to build this community for their
interest in space and the necessity to help clean up space

Who are the founders? Are there any founder tokens?
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Contact
Information

For press inquiries:

Joseph Volpe

Visit SKTLs.com for more information

jvevan58@gmail.com

Follow our social media for updates:
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Dear SKTLS enthusiast,
 

Cody Willard here, formerly of Fox News and CNBC. I’d love the opportunity to spend a few minutes with you to
share some exciting information about a unique new Blockchain offering that uses profit motives to drive social

good. I think your audience will find this both interesting and potentially financially rewarding.
 

This uniquely positive new structure which I championed has the potential to generate a large amount of capital for
some great causes. The SKTLs space crypto ERC20 token is a blockchain based currency dedicated specifically to

helping humans fund the management and clean up of space debris.
 

Here’s the basic concept, many people are figuring out that because of blockchain technology and DAO governance
they can now invest and build wealth while adding financial power and momentum as a means of support for their

long term visions for sustainability. In layman's terms, for the first time ever people can genuinely buy/sell/trade
specific currencies to support the causes they feel strongly connected to. We love this concept so much, we decided

to get in the spaceship.
 

These are exciting times and the SKTLs Team wants to be part of the solution! We will be doing an airdrop on May
6th (Space Day); SKTL’s project mission will champion space advancement through cryptocurrency and possibly

become the de facto standard currency for Mars and beyond. 
 

I’d love the chance to (attend your Podcast, sit down for a virtual interview, meet with you, etc.) to discuss this
exciting new development in the future of cryptocurrencies.

 
SKTLs Co-founder,

Cody Willard
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